Addressing the isomer cataloguing problem for nanopores in two-dimensional materials.
The presence of extended defects or nanopores in two-dimensional (2D) materials can change the electronic, magnetic and barrier membrane properties of the materials. However, the large number of possible lattice isomers of nanopores makes their quantitative study a seemingly intractable problem, confounding the interpretation of experimental and simulated data. Here we formulate a solution to this isomer cataloguing problem (ICP), combining electronic-structure calculations, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, and chemical graph theory, to generate a catalogue of unique, most-probable isomers of 2D lattice nanopores. The results demonstrate remarkable agreement with precise nanopore shapes observed experimentally in graphene and show that the thermodynamic stability of a nanopore is distinct from its kinetic stability. Triangular nanopores prevalent in hexagonal boron nitride are also predicted, extending this approach to other 2D lattices. The proposed method should accelerate the application of nanoporous 2D materials by establishing specific links between experiment and theory/simulations, and by providing a much-needed connection between molecular design and fabrication.